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      'Drawing upon the best traditions of British and North American Leisure Studies, Shaun Best provides a synthesis of relevant social theory, presents thought provoking inquiry-driven examples and invites students to acquire a better understanding of leisure in today's world' - Professor David Botterill, University of Wales




  
              


    
      



 


 
      I am using this very informative book in a couple of subjects at undergraduate and graduate levels. This book is particularly useful for introductory courses in tourism/leisure. Each chapter includes activities for students to do in seminar settings or as home assignments. I like the fact that each chapter is followed by its list of references.
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      used for level 6 project module and bvery useful to students, will recommend.




  
          Mr Gerard Ryan




              


    
      



 


 
      A good base for first year students in Leisure  and useful for all years of undergraduate study.

Recommended Library to order for this year.




  
          Mrs Anita Beresford webb




              


    
      



 


 
      The book deals with a range of crucial themes with respect to leisure and leisure experience, which is undoubtedly helpful to students in leisure studies. It helps students familiarised with key issues and concerns pertaining to studying leisure.




  
          Dr Miyoung Oh




              


    
      



 


 
      Leisure studies are a very contentious area, with many academics arguing that it should not be legitimately included in the fundamental curriculum of sociology. This textbook explodes that myth by weaving leisure into sociological & social theory foundations, particularly in relation to excluded individuals & communities.




  
          Dr John Stitt




              


    
      



 


 
      Bought by the library. On the reading list for the module.




  
          Dr Veronique Altglas




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful adjunct for students who are interested in exploring spacial/temporal/demographic dimensions in the sphere of leisure and crime.




  
          Dr Carol Borland Jones




              


    
      



 


 
      Very good book which fills a gap in the market.

We will certainly recommend for purchase for level 3 module in Leisure Studies and order multiple copies so students from a level 2 module in youth, Leisure and Lifestyle can access.




  
          Dr Rosie Connell




              


    
      



 


 
      A great text. Will be used at both first and second year undergraduate studies in Leisure. A wide range of topics and great case studies.




  
          Dr Anya Chapman
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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